Oscillating Spindle Sander

Select desired drum diameter and abrasive grit.

Remove drum retaining bolt by turning CLOCKWISE.

Confirm that there are washers on both ends of the sanding drum.

Install new drum/abrasive and tighten retaining bolt by turning COUNTERCLOCKWISE.

Insert throat plat with appropriate opening.

Hold workpiece FIRMLY while pressing against rotating spindle.

Scroll Saw

De-tension blade before changing.

Pass blade through hole drilled in stock for blind cuts.

Install blade in a vertical position with the teeth pointing down.

Tighten blade clamping bolts firmly to prevent blade slippage.

Apply sufficient tension to blade AFTER clamping, by rotating the blade tensioning lever.

Maximum cutting thickness is 1", excessive thickness will cause the blade to break.

Rotate material to adjust track rather than pushing into the side of the blade,

DO NOT push stock into the side of the blade.